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and The EDP Consultant by Donald LMorchower 
What is MAS? 
What does a consultant do? 
Why choose a consulting career at H&S? 
What does EDP mean? 
How does a computer work? 
W e i n t h e M A S department spend a great 
deal of t ime "telling our story" to our 
people, to clients and to those we hope 
someday will become clients. Yet it is 
interesting how often I hear these or 
similar questions asked. Hopefully, 
this article will help to resolve Ihese 
questions by describing one aspect of 
our M A S practice, management advisory 
services as they relate to EDP. or to 
put it another way, management advisory 
services in the wor ld of the compute r 
The f irm of Haskins & Sells has always 
provided services to its clients well 
beyond what is required for audit and 
account ing activities, by anticipating 
and being responsive to their special 
needs and problems, and by creative 
and imaginative thinking. Management 
advisory services are available to 
clients when they need them and have 
always been provided by H&S in one fo rm 
or another. At t imes this funct ion was 
provided by our "Systems Department; 
at other t imes it was provided informally. 
Messrs. Haskins and Sells themselves 
undertook what was really an M A S 
engagement before the turn of the 
century to reorganize the account ing 
system of the United States Government, 
and in 1901 the Firm took a systems 
engagement to prepare a report on 
T h e Methods of Account ing of 
the City of Chicago." 
The management consult ing segment of 
our practice is officially called Management 
Advisory Services and more familiarly 
known as MAS. and it is an important and 
growing segment In maintaining 
this g rowth we are continually 
interested in attracting competent and 
qualified people, t rom within and 
outside the Firm, who are interested in 
a chal lenging professional career 
What we in the MAS department have to 
offer is a pool of talented and hard-
work ing individuals operating as a team 
to provide assistance and support to 
clients in many areas. Our consultants 
possess different skills and have 
diverse educational backgrounds. They 
have experience in such matters as 
systems design and electronic data 
processing, wage and salary 
administrat ion , cost account ing and 
budgeting, management information 
and control systems and many of the 
engineering disciplines Teamwork is a 
tried and true concept that we use 
regularly and routinely No one individual 
can have all of the answers, but operating 
as a team, we are able to bring together 
the proper and necessary skills needed 
lo identify and solve difficult and 
somet imes u n c o m m o n problems 
The team concept which we use also 
applies to the conduct of an engagement 
and the participation of client personnel. 
In many engagements we recommend 
that the client provide people 
dur ing the early stages of an engagement 
to complement the talents of the 
consultants we provide Client personnel 
assigned to the project team are 
trained as the engagement progresses. 
They provide their ideas, they become 
part of the project, and feel that their 
own interests, ideas and concepts are 
incorporated into the system. They will 
work harder to insure the success of the 
new system. I often hear operating 
people say, "That's not our system, 
that's so-and-so's" Well, we don't 
want anybody to say, That's not our 
system, that's Haskins & Sells system. 
We want them to think of it as their 
system If they like, they can say, 
Haskins & Sells helped us design it," 
or helped us implement it But even 
that is not necessary All we really 
want to hear is, "That's our 
system, and it works.'' 
In addition, the built-in checks and 
balances inherent in our modus operandi 
add a high level of quality control to 
our services. Most engagements are 
closely supervised by a. manager who in 
turn is supervised by an MAS partner or 
director. The audit partner has a most 
important role to play because of his 
responsibility tor and familiarity with the 
client organization and personnel. All 
proposals, recommendat ions, reports 
and other client cor respondence are 
reviewed at these levels. And M A S 
management people, in addition to 
control l ing and directing each 
engagement, actively work on the 
solution of problems 
It is the practice of the Firm that 
clients are the responsibility of and 
control led by an audit partner. 
In this environment, regardless of ou 
potential for serving a client, entree 
occurs through the audit partner. He is 
responsible for inviting us to meet the 
client so that we can determine whether 
we can provide assistance and the client 
can determine whether he wants it. 
Some people say that a consultant is a 
man who borrows your watch to tell you 
the time. This is usually good for a 
quick laugh. However, !etrs think a 
little more about it. Suppose you had 
a watch but couldn' t tell t ime? 
Someone who bor rowed your watch to 
tell you the time would be doing you 
a service. Similarly personnel within 
the cl ients organizat ion may already 
have an answer but can't sell it, can't 
provide the necessary justification, 
can't implement it, or may just need to 
be prodded In other cases, the client 
may not even know the right questions. 
Wc don't cxpect to have all the answers. 
However, with the talents that we br ing 
and the cooperat ion of the client, 
solutions are developed as the 
engagement progresses. 
One of the areas in wh ich we possess 
considerable competence is EDP 
electronic data processing - the 
processing of data by computers using 
electronic impulses in mil l ionths or 
bil l ionths of a second. Most businesses 
of any size, including those of many of 
our clients, use computers in one 
fashion or another. However, even though 
the computer era is more than twenty 
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years old, it is my opinion that most 
computers are not used effectively and 
that millions of dollars are 
wasted each year because of improperly 
designed systems and the use of excessive 
equipment. These are some 
of the reasons why there has been such 
a proliferation of consultants 
specializing in EDR 
Computer manufacturers have done one 
of the greatest selling jobs in history, 
but have been somewhat less effective 
in directing their customers in the 
proper use of computers. Manufacturing 
and selling equipment is their proper 
role, and their systems engineers have 
effectively assisted many computer 
users. However, customers have tended to 
rely on computer salesmen to be impartial 
confidants and consultants, and this 
does not appear to be a proper role 
since they are employed and paid by the 
manufacturer. We in the MAS department 
of Haskins & Sells are very active in 
helping clients to realize more of the 
potential of the equipment that the 
computer revolution has brought them. 
The computer industry is the worlds 
fastest growing major industry and 
indications are that within ten years it 
may become the world's largest industry. 
While growth in the American computer 
industry has been relatively flat for the 
past few years, 1972 will probably show 
a return to an annual growth rate of 
fifteen to twenty per cent. In 1971, 
computers costing $7 4 billion were 
installed and total industry revenue was 
approximately $14 billion. It is projected 
that the number of installed 
computers in the United States by 1980 
will be at least double the 80,000 now 
installed. The Soviet Union, the 
second most powerful nation in the 
world, has only 6,000 computers now 
installed, most of which are characteristic 
of the level of computer technology 
achieved in the U.S. almost 
seven years ago. 
Our EDP engagements involve almost all 
aspects of computers. We conduct 
feasibility studies that determine 
whether computers should be used and 
how. We assist clients in the selection of 
equipment and in the design and 
implementation of computer-based systems, 
and we evaluate controls and the 
efficiency and effectiveness of computer 
installations. 
A "system'' is a combination of people 
and processes geared to achieving a 
desired result, and, obviously, computer-
based systems include computers. 
Systems analysts, such as our consultants, 
study the situation and decide on an 
approach for meeting defined objectives, 
and then design the systems to be 
programmed In many instances we even 
help define the objectives. While the 
range of problems that people can now 
solve has been increased tremendously 
because of the computer, a computer is 
only another instrument used for solving 
problems. Yet, if the calculations 
required to send a man to the moon had 
to be done manually, thousands 
of man-years would have been required. 
Computers aren't magic or omnipotent, 
and shouldn't be considered mysterious 
The sensationalism of the press has 
helped to spread this false idea by 
referring to computers as giant "brains,'1 
capable of eventually controlling the 
universe, and other hocus-pocus. The 
men who work within the computer i ndustry 
have also helped by surrounding their 
activities in mumbo-jumbo, catchy 
acronyms and other secret passwords 
known only to the initiates It appears 
to me that it is about time that this 
computer mystique be ended. 
A computer can do only what it is told, 
in the manner that it is told to do it. 
A computer is told what to do and how to 
do it by a programmer who writes a 
program'' according to specifications 
prepared by a systems analyst. 
The program prescribes the sequential 
instruction steps to be taken to achieve 
a desired result. Without the program 
a computer is a big, dumb box with a lot 
of wires, transistors, resistors and 
lights which won't even flash on and off 
A computer has no discrimination and no 
judgment. If instructed, it will add 
apples and oranges without hesitation. 
Dr. Herman Hollerith, a statistician 
with the U.S. Bureau of the Census in 
the 1880s, developed the original punch 
card and the tabulator for adding data 
punched into the cards. This was done 
to assist in taking the 1890 Census, and 
helped to reduce the time required to 
produce that census of 62 million people 
to one-third the time required to 
produce the 1880 Census of 50 million 
people. He made the punch card the size 
of the dollar bill then in use. and to 
this date the size of the punch card 
hasn't changed, although in 1928 the 
capacity of the card was almost doubled 
to contain eighty columns of information. 
Sometimes the punch card is also 
referred to as a punched card, 
a tabulating card, a computer card, 
an IBM card or a Hollerith card, 
However, these terms all refer 
to the same thing 
Dr. Hollerith adapted his census 
tabulator to commercial use, initially at 
two of the nation's largest railroads. 
Dr. Hollerith's company merged with two 
others to become Computer-Tabulating 
Recording Company, which eventually 
became International Business Machines 
Corporation [IBM), the giant of today's 
computer industry In 1914. Thomas J. 
Watson, Sr., then sales manager of The 
National Cash Register Company, became 
president of C.TR,, and he stayed 
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actively on the scene for many years. 
Among computer people, the terms 
hardware and software are frequently 
used. The computer and its peripheral 
devices are usually referred to as the 
"hardware." The computer programs, 
operating systems and programming 
languages are usually referred to as the 
"software." An integral part of computer 
hardware is the central-processing unit 
which includes the computer memory as 
well as the circuitry for performing 
arithmetic and other processing 
functions. The program, or series of 
instruction steps, resides in 
memory (or core storage) and records 
are brought into memory for processing 
from punched cards or other input 
media, such as magnetic tapes or disks. 
A computer program is usually written 
in a source language designed for 
ease of expression and comprehension 
by the programmer, but which is not 
intelligible to the computer. The source 
language program must then be 
translated by another program, called 
a compiler, into actual computer 
language. The result of the compilation 
is usually referred to as an object or 
machine language program. 
Once a program is written and compiled, 
it must be tested to make sure that the 
programmer interpreted the 
requirements and solutions correctly. 
Programs are tested by initially using a 
limited number of transactions and then 
progressing to a point where most 
eventualities are tested. It is usually 
impossible to test all combinations of 
logic in a complex program or system, so 
errors are sometimes discovered 
years after a system has been 
implemented. However, most of the 
so-called computer goofs widely 
publicized in newspapers these days 
are people errors. The story makes better 
reading, however, if it implicates 
computers. This doesn't mean that 
computer systems do not fail. 
Companies tend to play down true 
computer-system failures because they 
are embarrassing and because large 
sums of money are often involved. 
The following are two examples of what 
can happen in the use of computers: 
Several years ago, while stationed 
aboard the aircraft carrier USS 
Enterprise, along with about 4,999 
other men, a sailor applied for 
membership in one of the numerous 
record clubs. A computer rejected his 
application on the ground that only one 
subscription was allowed per household. 
While attempting to program controls 
for an automatic rail-switching system 
to be implemented at a freight yard in 
Massachusetts, a systems analyst was 
stopped cold by the following statute in 
an old Massachusetts Railway Code: 
"Whenever two trains shall meet at a 
crossing, both shall stop and neither 
shall start until the other has passed" 
In the first case above, the computer did 
the right thing in rejecting the applicant 
whose address was the same as that of 
other members of the record club. 
However, this was an unwanted result 
and it was obvious that the instructions 
supplied to the computer required 
revision. In the second case, the systems 
analyst could not follow the law, which 
needed change through the application 
of human judgment. 
Our MAS consultants are constantly 
applying their knowledge to the many 
ways in which computers have been 
used, and can be used, to achieve client 
objectives as effectively and as 
economically as possible. An MAS 
client, like an audit client or tax client, 
may have only the experience of his 
own people to call upon. We come to 
him with a much broader background 
plus an exposure to many different 
clients, problems and solutions. 
MAS is important to Haskins & Sells, 
computers are here to stay, and we need 
talented professionals to expand our 
practice. Consultants aren't magicians, 
although we sometimes get the reaction 
that we have pulled a rabbit out 
of a hat. However, it's well to note 
that success and the unexpected are the 
result of knowledge, experience 
and effort. • 
Donald L. Morchower is a director in 
the New York MAS group of Haskins & 
Sells, and has extensive experience in 
electronic data-processing systems. 
When discussing the world of computers, 
people often confuse the terms 
EDP and EAM. EAM stands for Electrical 
Accounting Machines, which aren't 
computers in the strict sense of the 
word, but generally include electro-
mechanical punched card equipment 
such as sorters, collaters and tabulating 
machines. Some of you may have seen 
a so-called computer that will predict the 
future at an amusement park or on the 
boardwalk in Atlantic City. It probably 
wasn't a computer at all, but merely a 
punched card sorter. EDP, on the other 
hand, stands for Electronic Data 
Processing. Sometimes the term ADP, 
which stands for Automatic Data Processing, 
is used. However, both EDP 
and ADP refer to electronic rather than 
electro-mechanical processing. 
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